Perkins V Highlights: What You Need to Know

How does this impact Ag Education?

**WORK-BASED LEARNING** (WBL) is defined as sustained interactions with industry or community professionals in real workplace settings or simulated environments at school that foster engagement with tasks required in a career field and aligned with instruction.

All **IMMERSION SAE** categories fit into the WBL definition and provide opportunities for local programs to meet Perkins WBL measurement expectations.

**SAE FOR ALL** can be written into **PERKINS V** grant applications for funding support.

To meet local plan requirements, the program must provide:

- **CAREER EXPLORATION** and development coursework and activities
- **CAREER INFORMATION** and employment opportunities
- **ORGANIZED SYSTEM** of career guidance and academic counseling

Each of the above requirements can be met by implementing a **FOUNDATIONAL SAE** for every ag student.

How do I learn more?

Engage with your state **CTE LEADERSHIP** to learn more on how **WBL** and **SAE** can be implemented in local programs through **PERKINS V** funding support.

New state plans are currently being developed to distribute grants for **2020**.

Your involvement will be critical to ensure that **AGRICULTURE** and **WORK-BASED LEARNING** are included in the new state plan(s).